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MONTE CARLO CODE DEVELOPMENT IN LOS ALAMOS

.“

by
L. L. Carter, E. D. Cashwell, C. J. Everett, C. A. Forest
R. G. Schrandt, W. M. Taylor, W. L. Thompson, and G.,D. Turner

ABSTRACT
The present status of Monte Carlo code development at Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory is discussed. A brief summary is given of
several of the most ~mportant neutron, photon, and electron transport codes.

I.

INTRODUCTION

nuclear data compilations such as the Evaluated

Beginning with the ideas of von Neumann, Fermi,

Nuclear Data Files (ENDF).

Ulam, and others after World War II when Monte Carlo
emerged as a recognized discipline, Los Alamos has

The codes described below all have the same
2
three-dimensionalgeometry package. Each has the

carried on a program of Monte Carlo code develop-

capability of handling an arbitrary configuration

ment. The value of this method in treating compli-

of materials in regions which are bounded by first-

cated particle transport problems was clearly demonstrated very early in the game, and Monte Carlo

and second-degreesurfaces, as well as some fourth3
degree surfaces (ellipticaltori). The language

played an important role in weapons development and

used in all of the following programs is FORTRAN IV.

in many other programs at the LOS Alamos Scientific
1
Laboratory.

II. MCN - A NEUTRON MONTE CARLO CODE

In the following remarks, some of the most
importantMonte Carlo codes at L4SL will be described briefly. All of them are under constant development in order to meet the increased demands upon
them, both as to the difficulty of the problems they
are asked to solve and with respect to the task of
handling the vast amount of cross-sectiondata now
available. With one exception, the neutron ~ld
photon codes consideredhere use a continuous energy
treatment of the cross sections. Pointwise data
are provided at discrete energies, with interpolation employed in between. The cross sections are
read into the codes in considerabledetail in an
attempt to use the informationwith no significant
.
.
aPProxlmatlonsor distortions, This puts a considerable burden on the storage capacity of the computer, especially in view of the increasing size of

This2 is our standard neutron transport code
and it has formed the basis for a number of other
codes, some of which will be mentioned here.

A

great deal of work has gone into making this program
as general and versatile as possible, while at the
same time keeping it simple to use.

It is the latest

of a series of Monte Carlo neutron codes at Los
Alamos, the first of which was described by R.
4
Johnston.
The pointwise cross sections used in MCN at
present are from the nuclear data compilations of
Howerton’s group at LLL, from ENCIF,or from the
British (AWRE). The ENDF data are processed for use
in MCN by D. R. Harris’ group (Group T-2) at LASL.
Pointwise data are provided to us with the resonance
treatment included, data may be thinned to prescribed

tolerances, and in some cases interpolateddata may

butions of these flagged particles to certain of the

be added in order to permit accurate linear inter-

tallies above are listed separately. All quantities

polation in KN.

printed out have their relative errors listed also--

In particular, angular data may

be excessive in some evaluations,and by thinning,

here the relative error is defined as the ratio of

storage requirementsmay be reduced considerably.

one standard deviation in the sample mean to the

Included in the code are standard variance-

sample mean.

reducing techniques,which are optional. These include particle splitting and Russian roulette,

●

III. MCNA - A NEU1’RONADJOINT CODE

path-length stretching, and machinery for biasing

The code MCNA,”6 a companion code to MCN, was

the source with respect to both energy and angle of

set up to sample from the adjoint neutron transport

emission. Provision is made for forcing collisions

equation. The identical cross sections and scatter-

in designated cells, obtaining flux estimates at

ing models are used by both the forward and adjoint

point detectors, and for calculatingreactions in

codes. This feature is often used to check for

small regions by using track-lengthestimators.

errors by comparing forward and adjoint results for

MCN employs an energy-dependentfission rou-

standard test problems.

tine, with pre-fission neutrons emitted in an evap-

The principal use of MCNA at Los AlanvJshas

oration spectrum and the remaining neutrons in a

been in computing F-numbers, i.e., in computing re-

fission spectrum. Both types of spectra depend upon

action rates in some portion of a system as a func-

the energy of the incoming neutron.

tion of the neutron source distribution incident

The code includes a neutron thermalization
routine employing the free gas model.

f’

Below a

upon the system. The computation is typically carried out in a coupled mode to optimize the

Monte

thermal cut-in energy, the lighter atoms such as

Carlo.

hydrogen and deuterium are assumed to be in thermal

with a “typical!’incident neutron source in order to

motion, with a Maxwellian distt-ibution
of velocities

compute the energy-dependentflux in each region

A short forward calculation is first made
of

determined by the thermal temperatureof the region.

the system. These flux estimates are then used to

Fach geometric cell of the problem has its own

bias the selection of the emerging energy at col-

thermal temperaturewhich may be given as a function

lision events in the adjoint calculation by numer-

of time--that is, these temperaturesmay be speci-

ically approximatingthe near-optimal adjoint density

fied at discrete times t., with linear interpolation
1
employed to yield the thermal temperature at time t.

function

Scattering from the light nuclei includes the effect
of the thermal motion, For nuclei not belonging to
this select group of light atoms, and for energies

in the thermal range, elastic scattering is assumed
to occur isotropicallyin the laboratory system with
no energy loss.
The standard output of MCN includes two-way
currents as a function of energy, time, and angle
with the normal, across any subset of bounding surfaces in the problem. Fluxes at any set of bound-

@(E)k X(E+E”)k
f(E; E“)k =

s
I

$(E--)k ,Z[E””+E”)kdE””

where @(E)k is the energy-dependentflux

averaged

over the cell volume denoted by k and X(E + EO)k is
the cross section for an energy transfer from E to
E- at a collision. The “particle” weight is adjusted at each collision in the calculation to obtain
unbiased results.

ing surfaces are available as a function of time
and energy. Similarly, the flux at designated
points and the average flux in a cell (track length
per unit volume) are standard tallies, Reactions
such as fissions or absorption may be obtained in
a subset of the geometric cells. In addition,
particles may be flagged when they cross specified
surfaces or enter designated cells, and the contri2

IV. MCG - A GAkNA-R4Y TRANSPORT CODE

.—

7
We shall give a brief description of MCG, a
Monte Carlo program for transporting gamma rays
which has been in existence for many years. This
code has a number of features in common with MCN,
such as the geometry package, the variance-reduction

ir

techniques,and some of the output. Photon inter-

distinctive featurea of the collision routine are

action cross sections from the LLL library8 are

summarized:

used.

(1) The cross sections in the compilation of
11
Storm and Israel are used, with log-log interpo-

Since this program is designed to transport
high-energy photons, it considers only the following

lation, on the energy range 0.001-100 MeV.

reactions:

(2) Incoherent scattering is governed by the

(1) Compton Scattering- Sampling from the

function

Klein-Nishinascattering law is accomplishedvery
efficiently through the use of simple but accurate
9,10
fits to the inverse of the distribution function
.
(2) Pair Production - When an electron-positron

K(a,p) I(Z,v)dV

,

where K(a,u) is the Klein-Nishinadifferential

pair is produced by a gamma ray, the difference be-

cross section and I(Z,V) is a form factor correct-

tween the energy of the incoming gamma ray and the

ing for bound effects. Here a is the incoming

resulting annihilation radiation is deposited local-

photon energy, Z is the atomic number of the scat-

ly at the site of collision. The two 0.511-MeV

tering atom, v is the cosine of the scattering

photons emitted are assumed to be emitted isotrop-

angle, and

ically at the site of collision and are transported

fer to the electron. Sampling the incoherent scat-

further.

tering density is effected by a rejection technique,
10
using the rapid sampling scheme for the Klein-

(3) PhotoelectricEffect - This reaction is

v

is proportional to the momentum trans-

treated as absorption, resulting in the removal of

Nishina distributiondescribed above for the code

the photon with its energy deposited locally.

MCG .

The current and flux tallies described in
are also standard in MCG.

(3) The coherent scattering density is propor-

MCN

Informationabout the

tional to the function

energy deposited in each cell of the problem is
automatically listed. The energy deposited due to

C2(Z,V) T(P) dp

,

Compton collisions,pair production, and,photoelectric absorption is listed separately for each t~e

where C(Z,V) is a form factor modifying the energy

of reaction, along with the total energy deposited

independentThomson cross section T(P) - (1 +112).

per cell.

A rejection scheme is also used to sample the

v.

coherent scattering.
MCP - A GENERAL MONTE CARLO PHOTON CODE
The gamma code MCG is not designed to deal with

low-energyphotons, say in the range 1-50 keV for
some materials. Fluorescence and coherent scatter-

Although the collision routine is much more
complex in this code than it is in MCG, the running
times are not greatly different for all but the
simplest geometries.

ing are ignored, and incoherent scattering is assumed to be governed by the Klien-Nishinacross section
for free electrons.
The Monte Carlo code MCP7 corrects some of the
deficiencies in MCG.

a

Designed to handle photons of

&

MCNG - A COMBINED NEUTRON-GAM?.L4
RAY TRANSPORT
CODE
12
This Monte Carlo code
has the capability of

transportingneutrons with the code MCN, producing

energies 1 keV to 100 MeV, MCP provides for fluores-

gammas from neutron reactions by means of stored

cent emission and modifies the Thomson and Klein-

gannnaproduction cross sections, and transporting

Nishina differentialcross sections by scattering

gamma rays with the code LiCG. It is designed to re-

factors which take binding effects into account.

place the separate codes MCN and MCG, and it may be

With the exception of a more sophisticated
)

VI.

run in three modes:

(1) mode O - MCN only;

collision routine, the code MCP has much in common

(2) mode 1 - MCN and MCG (combinedmode); and

with MCG, containing the same geometry routine,

(3) mode 2 - MCG only.

variance-reducingtechniques, and output. The

When run in the combined mode 1, the code provides for the study of total heating or energy

deposition in the medium by neutrons, photons, and

collision tallies, provision is made in the code to

products of neutron reactions. In a specific neu-

obtain heating in small regions by track length

tron reaction, the conservationof energy requires

tallies.
Currently the gamma production cross sections

that

are used in multigroup form (3o neutron groups and
k+Q=Il+N’+r

,

12 gamma groups), even though our transport codes
use a continuous energy dependence on cross sections.

where k is the kinetic energy of the neutron, Q is

.

.

This has been a matter of convenience, since some

the Q-value of the reaction and depends only on

multigroup data existed when the code was set up.

the rest energies of the material particles involved,

Our present plans call for the gamma production

H is the total kinetic energy of the charged par-

cross sections to be given on the same energy points

ticles or nuclear products resulting, N- stands for

our neutron cross sections use, with the gannnaout-

the sum of the kinetic energies of all outcoming

put spectra to be given in much finer detail.

neutrons, and r“ is the total energy of the gammas
emitted. Partly because of the complexity of gamma
production data and the existence of cross sections
for materials consisting of natural mixtures of

VII. MCK - A MONTE CARLO CRITICALITY CODE
One of the codes which is a modification of
MCN--with essentially the same input, collision

isotopes for which the component cross-sectiondata

routine, biasing techniques, and general geometry

are unknown, the code MCNG computes the heating per

package--is the code MCK.

neutron collision,

tive scheme, similar in many respects to the code

This program is an itera-

KEN0,’3 for finding the multiplication in a static
configurationcontaining fissile materials. From a
given fission source, the code transports the neu~ i~ the expected nuclear product heating per neu- -tron collision and Q, N , Tare the corresponding
e~e$tations per collision of the rest energy
change, of the neutron energy emitted, and of the
gamma energy produced. An additional reason for
obtaining the charged particle heating per collision
is to reduce statistical fluctuations inherent in

trons, creating a new fission source. The procedure
is iterative,using the latest distribution as the
source for a new cycle until convergence is attained.
The multiplicationconstant keff is estimated from
the ratio of the neutron population in the (n + l)st
th
generation.

generation to that in the n

The source is self-correctivein the sense that

sampling the individual reactions. The expected

if the user decides to use a source of N particles,

heating per collision,~, is listed on the same

then the code generates a new source of approximate-

energy grid that the total reaction cross sections

ly N neutrons. Of course, the total weight started

use.

from the source at the beginning of each cycle reLiberated photons may produce further heating

mains constant. Since the code is adapted from MCN,

from pair production, Compton scattering,and photo-

it contains the thermalizationroutine as well as

electric absorption. This photon energy deposition

the energy-dependentfission treatment.

is also given as the expected heating per photon

Simple to use and versatile because of its

collision. Similarly, the product neutrons will

general geometry, this program has been applied to

give rise to additional heating from further collisions. In transportingneutrons by MCN, the

a wide range of problems, e.g., in the design of
14
very complex reactors as well as in safety calcu-

gammas produced from collisions with the medium are

lations.

stored on tape, and they form a source which is
processed by MCG at the end of the neutron cycle.
The code is designed to cycle between these two

VIII. MCMG - MULTIGROUP MONTE CARLO
The continuous energy Monte Carlo codes have

codes until the required statisticalaccuracy is

been, and will continue to be, the backbone of our

attained. The heating tallies give the energy

Monte Carlo effort. However, there are some appli-

deposition per starting neutron. In addition to

cations for which our present codes are somewhat

I
4

‘1

d’

limited. Consequentlywe have developed a multi-

Cases in which secondary electrons are important

group code with three general problem areas in mind:

include (1) response function calculationsof detec-

(1) the treatment of adjoint problems not amenable

tor systems if the range of the typical secondary

to solution with MCNA, e.g., coupled neutron and

electron is comparable to the dimensions of the

neutron-inducedgamma-ray transport problems;

system; (2) gamma-ray shielding calculations if

(2) calculationsby both multigroup Nonte Carlo and

bremsstrahlung is important--ina 6 mfp lead

multigroup discrete ordinates methods, using iden-

shield irradiatedby

tical cross-sectionsets; (3) the simulation of

increases the Goldstein-Wilkinsexposure buildup

particle transport with relatively simple cross-

factor by 60% and the dose albedo factor by 140%;

10-MeV

photons, bremsstrahlung

and (3) gamma-ray heating problems if local energy

section input.
The programming of the multigroup code MCMG is

deposition is a poor assumption (because the energy

based on our combined neutron-gammacode MCNG. Most

is transportedby secondary electrons and brems-

of the input data, the geometry package, the biasing

strahlung). In the primary-electronmode, the code

schemes, the majority of the output formats, and

is useful in the study of electron transport and the

many of the control cards are identical to their

production of bremsstrahlung. Applications include

counterparts in MCNG. me

verification of experimentalresults from high-energy

code permits the multi-

group cross sections to be input in a variety of

electron accelerators, laser fusion calculations,

standard formats. It will operate in either the

and energy deposition in tissue and bone for medical

forward or adjoint mode.

studies.

Various methods have been suggested in the
literature for treating the angular scattering dis-

MCGE1’ treats the physics of electron and photon
transport, including the generation of bremsstrah-

tribution after a group-to-groupscattering event,

lung radiation, in considerable detail. The electron

Three options are provided in MCMG.

portion of the code is based on the procedures used
16
but includes severby Berger and Seltzer in ETRAN

The first uses

the first N Legendre moments to construct a step
function with N - 1 non-zero steps which conserves

al modifications and refinements not found in ETRAN--

(in some cases, approximately)these N moments. The

most apparent is the generalized geometry, mixed-

area under each non-zero step is chosen to be

media capability of MCGE.

l/(N - 1), so that the pi-endpoints of the non-zero

Photon histories are followed with standard

steps are determined from the N moments. The second

collision-by-collisionMonte Carlo methods, account-

option is the method used in the MORSE code which

ing for Compton scattering, pair production, and

allows the scattering to occur at discrete angles.

photoelectric absorption. Photoelectric absorption

The third option samples the scattering angle from

is considered explicitly in order to include the

a density function that is proportional to the

effect of the photoelectron. Pair production in

absolute value of a truncated Legendre series. The

MCGE refers only to the absorption of a photon and

last option can lead to negative weights and, from

the subsequent production of an electron-positron

a Monte Carlo standpoint, is not usually a desirable

pair. Annihilation is a completely separate event,

mode.

It is included as an option since it is a

close analog to the discrete ordinates treatment.

occurring only at the end of the positron’s path
(path and range are not equated) and not at the
point where the electron-positronpair was produced.

Ix.

MCGE - A COUPLED ELECTRON-PHOTONTRANSPORT CODE

If the positron escapes from the system, the anni-

One of the newer members of our family of Monte

hilation quanta are not produced.

Carlo codes is an electron-photontransport code

‘)
.

Histories of electrons (and positrons) are fol-

containing the general three-dir.ensional
geometry

lowed in MCGE by using multiple-scatteringtheories

package. This program goes to considerable lengths

to describe the electron’s behavior over a small

to ipclude the physics of electroti-photon
inter-

increment of its path, not collision-by-collision

actions and the transport of both types of radia-

since tens of thousands of collisions may be asso-

tion. In the primary-photonrode, the effect of

ciated with each history. The electron energy loss

secondary electrons can be studied definitively.

(including straggling effects) over an increment of
5

its path is determined by sampling the appropriate

energy equal to (k - 2 moc2)/2, k being the energy

theories to account for ionization,bremsstrahlung,

of the incident photon. The emission angle of the

and the angular deflection. The production of

pair is assumed to be moc2/T radians, where T is

bremsstrahlung in each increment is determined from

the kinetic energy of the electron or positron.

corrected cross sections derived by using the Born
approximation.
All generations of electrons and photons are
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